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D
oes it pass the pub test? 
That’s such a uniquely 
Australian expression 
that only an Australian 
is likely to know what it 
means. So it’s really no 
surprise that it was this 

expression that guided the development and 
design of the Richter Merlin S6 because after 
34 years in the loudspeaker business, Richter 
remains a uniquely Australian company.

THE EQUIPMENT
According to Richter’s managing director and 
owner, Brian Rodgers, he wanted the Merlin 
6, which replaced not only the previous 
Merlin 5, but also assumes the place of 
the Merlin Mentor, to be more relevant to 
Australian consumers. “We needed to make 
sure that not only was it a great-sounding 
speaker, but that it was also a speaker that 
addressed the needs of Australians looking 

for a great-sounding speaker,” he said. “We 
spent two years with dealers and customers 
researching the most desired cabinet sizes and 
finishes, styling issues, where people preferred 
to place their speakers, what were the most 
common components used to power them 
and, of course, the kind of price we’d need to 
build it for in order for it to be competitive 
on the current market.” One of the surprise 
findings for Rogers and his award-winning 
Richter designer Dr. Martin Gosnell, was the 
number of people who preferred to shelf-
mount their speakers, and the attendant 
discovery that the best-selling shelving system 
in Australia is the Ikea Kallax, with its 33cm 
cube-shaped shelves. Which is why we can re-
veal, at this point, that the Merlin S6 measures 
32.5×21.9×32cm (HWD), so guess where it will 
fit very neatly? Richter’s research also revealed 
that Sonos systems in particular, but also other 
streaming solutions, are extremely popular in 
Australia. Who would have thought?  

So it made sense to maximise the Merlin S6’s 
efficiency (it’s nearly twice as efficient as the 
Mentor) to make the use of as much available 
amplifier power as possible. But Richter being 
Richter, it also ramped up the Merlin S6’s 
power-handling ability as well, to accommo-
date anyone using more powerful amplifiers.

You won’t be surprised to learn that 
most Australians hate peg-and-socket grille 
attachment devices. Firstly because they’re 
easy to break and secondly because if you use 
your speakers without grilles, you can see the 
empty sockets on the front baffles. But a real 
surprise to Richter was the number of Aus-
tralians who don’t use grilles, and want the 
badge showing the brand to be on the front 
baffle. Which is why we can reveal that the 
new Merlin has a magnetic grille, and badges 
on both the grille itself and on the front 
baffle of the speaker. The ‘no-grille’ brigade 
also didn’t want to see the bolts securing the 
drivers to the front baffle, so Richter designed 

and tooled special driver surrounds to ensure 
all these fittings are hidden from sight on the 
new Merlin S6.

Cabinet colour was reportedly a 
deal-breaker (a majority of those surveyed 
wanted light-coloured cabinets), as was the 
finish, with most of the people surveyed say-
ing that they wanted an easy-care finish that 

didn’t show dust. Which is why the Merlin 
S6 is also available in walnut, rather than 
jarrah, and in matte finishes, rather than a 
high-gloss ones.

Richter decided to make so many design 
changes to the Merlin S6 that it asked Adam 
Hobbs, of Blue Sky Design, to develop design 
concepts that could be translated into a 
finished product, with Gosnell taking care 
of the implementation of this as well as the 
acoustic design. To ensure the sonic brief was 
met in the new enclosure, Gosnell ended up 
designing a new bespoke bass/midrange driv-
er as well as a new tweeter specifically for the 
Merlin S6. Gosnell says that the tweeter in 
the S6 has 5kHz more high-frequency exten-
sion than the tweeter he used on the Mentor. 
So far as that ‘pub test’ comment we made in 
the introduction to this review is concerned, 
we regret to say that Rodgers told us that the 
Merlin S6 was not auditioned at any pubs, 
but was instead demonstrated in prototype 
form to “family, friends and assorted musos”, 
after which the prototype was then tweaked 
to address the comments that arose from 
these private sessions. He says the improved 
prototype was then auditioned by a number 
of hi-fi retailers in Richter’s dealer network, 
which resulted in some further final tweaks 
to the design before it went into production.

As you can see from the photographs 
accompanying this review, the design of 
the Merlin S6 is straight-forward enough: 
a high-efficiency 165mm diameter bass/
midrange driver with a coated paper cone 
that crosses to a 25mm fabric-domed tweeter 
that sits at the bottom of a small horn that 
improves its dispersion and its efficiency.

Although Richter rates the bass/midrange 
driver’s diameter as 165mm, the diameter of 
the chassis is actually172mm. The moving di-
ameter is 140mm and the Thiele/Small diam-

eter is 127mm so presumably that ‘165mm’ 
specification is the mounting hole distance of 
the screws, but we couldn’t see these because 
they’re hidden by the soft rubber trim that’s 
there specifically so they can’t be seen.

The crossover network comprises 
high-quality audio-grade polypropylene 
capacitors, both air-cored and ferrite-cored 

inductors and 
high-power cermet 
resistors. Mounted on a 
PCB, the inductors are 
all cross-mounted to 
eliminate the possibility 
of magnetic interaction 
between them.

There are only two 
terminals on the rear of 
the Merlin, so there’s 
no path for bi-wiring or 

bi-amping, and rather than being attached to 
a plastic extrusion, like most such terminals, 
the ones on the Merlin S6 are attached direct-
ly and super-solidly through the rear panel. 
The terminals themselves are rather long, 
which adds to the depth a bit, and are a very 
high-quality gold-plated multi-way design 
with red and black plastic collars to denote 
polarity (red for positive, black for negative).

Also new is the bass reflex port. Well, not 
exactly new, because the Merlin design has 
always had a bass reflex port, but the new 
version has a very unusual port that does not 
have a regular cylindrical port tube. Instead, 
the port flares from a diameter of 35mm 
at its inlet inside the cabinet to a diameter 
of 50mm at the flared exit, over a 100mm 
length. 

For a port to deliver maximum 
acoustical output, both the inlet 
and exit fluid dynamics should 
be balanced against each other

RICHTER 
MERLIN S6
LOUDSPEAKERS

This tapered port behaves as if it is longer 
than a straight ducted port, which is very 
useful for use in compact systems where port 
length is often restricted.

Gosnell says he designed his port based on 
research by Alex Salvatti, Doug Button and 
Allan Devantier of Harman which showed 
that in order for a port to deliver maximum 
acoustical output, both the inlet and exit 
fluid dynamics should be balanced and that 
the geometry for the best exit flow is different 
from that for the best inlet flow. The result 
is that, all things being equal, the Merlin 
S6’s new port will provide improved bass 
response, increased immunity to overload (in 
the form of chuffing) and will keep the inside 
of the cabinet cooler, allowing maximal 
performance from the drivers, than would a 
conventionally-shaped bass reflex port.

No matter whether you choose the black 
or walnut finish, the vinyl finish is textured, 
rather than grained, and it looks very good. 
Unlike all the other surfaces, the baffle is fin-
ished in smooth matt-finish black paint, and 
has rounded edges at each side, but not at the 
top or bottom. And, in a first for Richter, the 
grille attaches via magnetic attraction. As for 
those finishes, Rodgers said he’s very proud of 
them, quipping “we only use real imitation 
finishes” before going to point out in a more 
serious vein that: “we spend the money 
where we need to spend it in order that we 
can deliver the best value to our customers.”

Speaking of customers, Rodgers was keen 
to point out that another finding from Rich-
ter’s research was that these days, Australians 
are keen to, as the television adverts say, “Buy 
Local” with everything they buy.
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Not surprisingly, this includes hi-fi 
equipment. “We found that Australians love 
having Australian product from an Australian 
company,” he said, “but this fact seems to be 
a little lost on retailers.”

IN USE AND LISTENING 
SESSIONS
We didn’t have any Ikea Kallax shelving on 
which to place the Richter Merlin S6s so 
instead alternated between using them on 
ordinary shelves (on which they fitted per-
fectly) and on conventional speaker stands. 
On the shelves and when the stands were 
within 10cm of a rear wall we were amazed 
at the level and extension of the Merlin S6’s 
bass response. This is obviously down to the 
combination of the new bass driver and that 
unusual tapered port tube. The incredible 
bass level and extension are all the proof you 
need that the driver/port combination really 
delivers. Listening to Ed Sheeran’s Castle on 
the Hill, (from his album Divide… or, if you 
prefer, ÷ ) we were struck first by the authen-
ticity of the drum sound, and then by the 
depth and musicality of Pino Palladino’s bass 
when it enters at 0.20.

We further marvelled at the sonic differ-
entiation between Pino’s bass and Sheeran’s 
own guitar when the two play in unison. 
That such small speakers could exhibit such 
revealing bass is a wonder! Then, just a few 
tracks on, we found ourselves admiring the 
sound and tonality of a double-bass whilst lis-
tening to Perfect. This same track also allowed 
us to enjoy—immensely!—the midrange 
sound of the Richter Merlin S6, which is 
beautifully balanced: you’ll instantly hear, for 
example, that Sheeran is using a real string 
section, not a synth.

We just had to test out the Richter Merlin’s 
midrange sound further, this time using 
Marissa Nadler’s track For My Crimes from 
her album of the same name. The Merlin S6s 
made her sound more absolutely gorgeous 
than we could have imagined they might.  
We also revelled in the high harmonies and 
the scraped strings. To experience the rich-
ness and fullness of the sound of the Merlins 
we switched to Hungry Lies the Ghost from 
her earlier (and better) album ‘Strangers’ and 
despite the increased sonic complexity, the 
Merlin S6s kept up their revelatory perfor-
mance.

The Merlin S6s’ high-frequency delivery 
didn’t disappoint either. An album that is 
renowned for its hard-to-handle highs is 
Max Roach’s album ‘It’s Time’. Even on the 
remastered versions the sound of Roach’s hi-
hat and ride cymbals is a tweeter tester, along 
with the squeals of the highs from Clifford 
Jordan’s sax. 

On many tweeters, these notes can grate, 
particularly at higher volumes, but through 
the Merlin S6s they just shone bright. Being 
small speakers, there are of course limitations 
to how high you can turn the volume before 
some harshness creeps in, but even at these 
levels the Merlin S6s still exhibit their mettle.

CONCLUSION
According to Dr Gosnell, his design brief for 
the Richter Merlin S6 was that it deliver an 
“engaging, musical and inspiring” sound 
quality, and we can confirm that they cer-
tainly do that, as was amply demonstrated 
throughout all our listening sessions. 
     Another part of that design brief was that 
the Merlin S6 had to have a three digit price 
tag and, when the speaker was released late 
last year, it met that part of the brief as well. 
The fact that it delivered on both design 
briefs was enough for the Richter Merlin S6s 
to win the 2020 award for “Best Loudspeakers 
of the Year Under $1,000” from our sister 
magazine, Sound + Image.

Regrettably, this year’s Covid-19 pandemic 
has increased the costs of manufacturing 
and most especially shipping, which has 
necessitated a small increase in the RRP, but 
we have absolutely no doubt that the Richter 
Merlin S6s would still win the prize for “Best 
Loudspeakers of the Year Under $1,100.” 

CONTACT DETAILS

Brand: Richter
Model: Merlin S6
Price: $1,100 (RRP)
Warranty: Five Years
Distributor: Richter Audio 
Address: PO Box 231, Church Point, NSW 2105
T: (04) 1886 3309
W: www.richter.com.au

 • Great sound
 • Good efficiency
 • Outstanding quality

 • Limited finishes
 • Bi-wiring

Newport Test Labs measured the semi-an-
echoic frequency response of the Merlin 
S6 speakers as 90Hz to 40kHz ±3dB which 
is the response shown in Graph 1. As with 
any loudspeaker, if you operate it close 
to a boundary, such as a rear wall, the 
low-frequency response will be extended. 
When the Merlin S6 is operated in such a 
manner, the frequency response becomes 
45Hz to 40kHz ±3dB, which is as close 
to Richter’s specification of 44Hz–30kHz 
±3dB as makes no difference. You can see 
on Graph 1 that although the response 
remains within the ±3dB envelope, both 
the upper bass and the extreme treble sec-
tions of the response are slightly elevated 
compared to the section of the response 
between about 1kHz and 5kHz. 

LABORATORY  
TEST  
REPORT

Readers interested in a full technical appraisal of the 
performance of the Richter Merlin S6 should continue 
on and read the LABORATORY REPORT published 
on the following pages. Readers should note that the 
results mentioned in the report, tabulated in perfor-
mance charts and/or displayed using graphs and/or 
photographs should be construed as applying only to 
the specific sample tested.
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Graph 1. Averaged frequency response using pink noise test stimulus with capture 
unsmoothed. Trace is the averaged results of nine individual frequency sweeps.
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Graph 3. Low frequency response of front-firing bass reflex port (red trace) and woofer 
without port bung (black trace) and with (blue trace). Port/woofer levels not compensated. 
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Graph 2. High-frequency response, expanded view. Test stimulus gated sine. Microphone 
placed at three metres on-axis with dome tweeter. Grille off (black trace) vs grille on.
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Graph 4. Impedance modulus with bung (red) and without (dark blue) plus phase (blue). 
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Graph 1. Averaged frequency response using pink noise test stimulus with capture 
unsmoothed. Trace is the averaged results of nine individual frequency sweeps.

Graph 3. Low frequency response of front-firing bass reflex port (red trace) and 
woofer without port bung (black trace) and with (blue trace). Port/woofer levels not 
compensated. 

Graph 2. High-frequency response, expanded view. Test stimulus gated sine. 
Microphone placed at three metres on-axis with dome tweeter. Grille off (black trace) 
vs grille on.

Graph 4. Impedance modulus with bung (red) and without (dark blue) plus phase 
(blue). 

Graph 2 shows a highly magnified portion 
of the Merlin S6’s high-frequency response, 
measured using a gating technique that sim-
ulates the response that would be obtained 
if the speaker were measured in an anechoic 
chamber while at the same time offering 
superior resolution, so you can see response 
variations that are so small they’d actually be 
inaudible. 

This graph also shows the frequency 
response the lab measured both without the 
grille fitted (black trace) and with the grille 
in position (red trace). You can see that the 
frequency response without the grille is the 
smoother and more linear of the two, but 
the grille is nonetheless mostly acoustically 
transparent with the only really significant 
difference being in the 6–8kHz region. You 
can see a tiny kink in the response at around 
4.8kHz that isn’t visible on Graph 1 due to 
the reduced resolution of the measurement 
technique used to acquire that graph but the 
kink is so small, and over such a small band-
width that it would not be audible, which is 
why it doesn’t show on Graph 1.

The low-frequency performance of the 
Merlin S6 is shown in detail in Graph 3. The 
black trace shows that the bass/midrange 
driver’s response starts rolling off at 100Hz 
to a minima at around 52Hz, the port tuning 
frequency. The red trace shows the output of 
the port, which of course is at a maximum at 
the same frequency. The output of the port is 
very smooth and it delivers significant output 
from around 28Hz all the way up to 102Hz. 
When the port is blocked off entirely with 
the supplied bung, the bass driver’s response 

rolls off below 100Hz at around 12dB per oc-
tave, pretty much exactly as enclosure theory 
would predict. You can see that in the bass 
reflex configuration, the roll-off is around 
24dB per octave, which is a little steeper 
than might have expected, but bass reflex 
enclosures should roll off at around 18–24dB 
per octave, so it’s just at the higher end of 
steepness.

The impedance graph (Graph 4) shows 
that Richter has correctly identified in its 
specifications that the Merlin S6 is a 6Ω 
design, but its specified minimum impedance 
of 4.6Ω only applies when you are using the 
speaker in its bass reflex configuration, with-
out the bung fitted. If you seal the enclosure 
with the bung, the minimum impedance 
drops to around 4.1Ω, though since this 
occurs down at 10Hz, it’s of no consequence. 
Phase (light blue trace) is well-controlled.

Newport Test Labs measured the sensitivity 
of the Merlin S6 at 87dBSPL at one metre for 
2.83Veq, which is just 1dB shy of Richter’s 
specification of 88dBSPL and about exactly 
what would be expected for a relatively small 
driver in an equivalently small enclosure.

Overall, excellent measured performance 
from the Richter Merlin S6. 

The Merlin S6 is a 6Ω 
design, but its specified 
minimum impedance 
of 4.6Ω only applies 
when you are using 
the speaker in its bass 
reflex configuration


